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FLAG 'EM -N- FRAG 'EM

Move your Fireteam across the map capturing (or "locking") flags, while attacking other players in hopes of unlocking and
stealing theirs. Screwshot the Bullet Ball past enemy lines for a chance to backflip Cheat Coins out of your opponent's bouncing,
bleeding head; then cash in your Cheat Coins for random powerups that have the potential to completely change the control over

the map.
It's a monster mashup of game mechanics that promises chaotic fun for both single player and local couch competition.

Welcome to the Mega Sport. Welcome to Flag N Frag.

Inspirations include:

Bomberman, Advance Wars, Sanrio World Smash Ball, Mario Party, Ren & Stimpy, Blernsball, and anything arcade/Sega
related.

FEATURES:

Full Gamepad Support (1-4 Player)

CPU/Bot Support

Multiple Leagues (Pro/Mutant/Team Defence)

8 Selectable Fireteams (Including pink prisoners, red-helmeted reptiles, biting
space burgers and rogue robots)

8 Selectable Maps

7 Difficulty Levels (Max power for TURBO)
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Day/Night Cycle (Fog of War)
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Title: Flag N Frag
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
EDEVOX
Publisher:
EDEVOX
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.2GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 8-compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Microsoft Xbox 360 Controllers required for multiplayer (one for each player)

English
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This game is rediculously fun! If you wanna blow off some steam (pun not intended) because you had a rough day, I would
definitely recommend playing this. You work your creative brain trying to create complex death traps to achieve certain goals in
the game. It took me a couple days to play through it, and I have one achievement left. If you find it on sale, get it. You will not
regret it.. i made no mistake buying this, the RefRain OST is really really good. I would have rated this thumbs up if it were not
for the tedious "kill a hellton of enemies" achievement.
 Fug that.. Man the time just flies by when I'm playing this game! For the price, I never expected how great of a game this
would be. Yeah there's a bug every now and again, but nothing major that I've seen! There's so much story and so many things to
keep you busy. Not just fighting different mobs and doing bounty quests, there's farming, crafting, raising goats, and stealing to
name a few! You unlock new monsters by finding a certain combination of different runestones, so I find myself getting excited
when I find the last rune I need to unlock a new buddy!

Short answer: if you like the old skool Final Fantasy fighting with some crafting added in, spend the 5 bucks and you won't be
disappointed :). Chipping is a set of overlapping mechanics that don't give you any feedback on which takes priority, and you
have to shoot 100% power all the time or you'll just fart the ball forward a few inches. Sometimes the game puts you in a
situation with a suggestion that will just fire your ball straight into a hill and back at your face.

The speed lines on greens don't really correlate to anything so putting is also an inconsistent nightmare with no power feedback.

You can dress your guy up like an idiot, I guess.. Its pretty good now go and buy it!

Pros :
-Great real time battles with thousands of soldiers mixed with great turn based empire management
-Fights look cool to watch
-Mods! (If you like Lord of the Rings I recomend Third Age Total War)
-A great variety of medieval civilizations to choose from
-Seige battles!

Cons:
-Graphics are a bit out dated but that does not really matter
-A bit buggy at times (Still better than Rome 2)

Overall I would rate this game at a 9.5\/10
This game is a must own for any rts fan and in my opinion the best in the Total War series!. BEST WORMS EVA
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOL. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME ON STEAM IT DOESN'T WORK.

while it is an amazing FPS game with loads of cool items enemies and levels, i cannot recommend this game.

ID software put no effort into porting this game into modern PC's and as a result it's ridden with bugs, crashes doesn't have
music and the screen will just turn spastic from time to time.

if you want this game, get it off GOG or other old game site, do not buy this game here.. An Appalling game that is as short and
shallow as the DEMO.

Do not fall for the propaganda.
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Fortnite made in China.

Literally.. While better than first season pass, 5 of those 6 characters should be in the base game in the first place.. Dont buy the
season pass on the promise to get all DLC, Frontiers comes out and now they want more money. Bad form UBISOFT. Actually
disgusted at this move.. Ain't Nothin Like a Funky Beat.. I love this game. I really am speechless. I love the way this game mixes
music with your attacks. And the graphics are so amazing. Another thing I liked about this game was at times it was intense, and
at other times it was calm and mellow. I highly recommend this game to anybody who is looking for a fun and joyful
experience.. I prefer Vol 1 The Path to this but it still is a solid entry in the World Of Subways series. All I had while playing are
some small fps drops for like a second then it was back to 60.. Here's a drinking game for you:

Take a shot every time the game describes something as "crimson". Just make sure you have an ambulance on standby.
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